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Trinisys Health Strengthens Leadership Team
Industry Veteran Michael Justice Named Vice President of Development
Brentwood, TN – January 23, 2018 – Trinisys, Inc., a leading provider of enterprise data migration,
integration and web application solutions for the healthcare industry, announced today that Michael
Justice has joined its team as Vice President of Development. Justice most recently served as the CEO
and co-Founder of Atlanta-based Mica Health, which was acquired by Trinisys in December. Mica Health,
widely regard for its expertise in harvesting clinical data in ambulatory healthcare facilities, is the perfect
extension of the Trinisys’ brand and the preferred choice of healthcare organizations looking to
decommission clinical applications and securely move historical clinical data to an on premise or cloud
hosted solution.
In his new role, Justice will focus on building upon existing partnerships to increase the value of our
combined offering, develop new partnerships that will further serve our customers and drive further
market expansion, and provide market facing feedback to our software development team.
“Today’s healthcare organizations are challenged by expensive legacy storage systems that are difficult
to maintain, let alone expand. As more organizations move to the cloud, the challenge becomes how to
best execute data migration,” said Antoine Agassi, Chairman and CEO of Trinisys. “That is why we are
delighted to have a seasoned expert like Michael Justice who is adept at delivering the unique solutions
healthcare organizations need, join the Trinisys team.”
Justice’ healthcare career spans several decades in leadership roles and is rooted in his in-depth
knowledge of ambulatory healthcare and healthcare information systems. His background as a buyer of
systems has greatly influenced his approach to providing market and provider based solutions. Michael
remains active in the Georgia chapter of the American College of Healthcare Executives, where holds the
distinction of Fellow. He is a member of HIMSS and HFMA and regularly participates in chapter events.
He earned his Bachelor of Communication and MBA from the University of Miami in Coral Gables, FL.
About Trinisys
Trinisys is a leading provider of enterprise data migration, integration and web application solutions for
the healthcare industry. Trinisys provides intelligent business automation solutions and healthcare data
archival management. Its success is based on the company’s philosophy and work culture that drives
continuous innovation of quality software that addresses real businesses challenges. Trinisys connects

systems to systems and people to systems. For more information about Trinisys and its products, please
visit www.trinisys.com or www.trinisys.com/clearview.

